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By AARON ORLOWSKI / ORANGE COUNTY REGISTER

When the first documented black surfer died in an accident at Malibu Pier in 1951 at 24, only
his close friends mourned him.
Sixty years later, the influence of Nick Gabaldon's story has grown, and black surfers look to
him for inspiration, along with others who overcome racial and other barriers. June 1 marks
Nick Gabaldon Day, and a slew of activities are planned in Santa Monica, where Gabaldon,
who also had Mexican ancestry, lived and frequently surfed.
In Gabaldon's day, surfing was a fringe
sport, with surfers still figuring out different
ways of riding a board on a wave. Today,
it's a global industry that has spawned
surfwear companies and international
tournaments. The sport came of age
during a period of cultural transition, which
helped it avoid some of the institutional
racism of older sports, such as baseball.
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If you go

What: Nick Gabaldon Day.
Where: Santa Monica Pier Aquarium, 1600
Ocean Front Walk, Santa Monica.
When: June 1, 2013 from 9 a.m. to 4:15
p.m.
Information:
healthebay.org/event/celebrate-nickgabaldon-day
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But even then, few prominent surfers
since Gabaldon have been African
Americans and the sport is still striving for
more equal racial representation,
according to Gregory Rachal, the
president of the Black Surfers Collective.
"We missed the effects that Nick
Gabaldon could have had on surfing
because he died so young at a time that
surfing was just taking off," Rachal said.
Gabaldon's story is inspiring African
American surfers today, even though it
lacks the drama of stories of other black
athletes who broke down color barriers in
their respective sports. Gabaldon was no
Jackie Robinson. His stage was smaller,
and the trials he faced less severe since
surfing did not grip the national
consciousness the way baseball did in the
late 1940s.

At the time, the novelty of seeing people riding waves on enormous wooden boards
overshadowed the color of the riders' skin, according to Gabaldon's surfing buddy at the time,
Wayne King, now 87.
"Ninety percent of the time, they want you to get out of the water because they were afraid you
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were going to hit them with the board," King said. Among the small group that was surfing at
the time, tensions rarely rose. "You are always going to find somebody that comes up with
some kind of remark, but when that happened the other guys just told them to knock it off."
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King now lives in Altadena north of Los Angeles and said he hasn't been to the beach in
decades.
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Public historian and Ph.D candidate Alison Rose Jefferson at U.C. Santa Barbara describes
the 1940s and 50s Santa Monica as a place where white people drew up neighborhood
covenants to prevent black people from buying property near the beach and employers
hesitated to hire black people, often relegating them to lower paying jobs. Though lower-grade
schools were segregated, there weren't enough black students to fill a separate high school,
she said.
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This was the world where Gabaldon grew up, and he overcame those struggles as countless
others did.
"He lived and enjoyed his passion, and his passion was surfing, so that's a human experience
he wanted to have and in spite of the obstacles and opinions of others, he enjoyed himself,"
said Jefferson, who has studied Gabaldon's life extensively. "He's a symbol now of California in
that he's a multi-ethnic guy; he participated in the California dream of the urban outdoor
lifestyle and lived on the beach."
Though King and Gabaldon's other surfing buddies mourned his death, few others heralded
him. Finally, in 2008, the city of Santa Monica erected a plaque commemorating Gabaldon at a
section of beach historically segregated for black families, derogatorily called the Inkwell. The
attention on Gabaldon culminated with the release of the short documentary 12 Miles North:
The Nick Gabaldon Story in 2012. In the film, Gabaldon's life is cited as an inspiration for other
athletes who are faced with overcoming obstacles both racial and otherwise.
Gabaldon's story is more a modern-forged symbol than a historical struggle. How many
challenges he faced in surfing because of the color of his skin is unknown, or vague at best.
But today, surfers and other athletes can look at his life, and strive to overcome whatever
obstacles they face.
Contact the writer: aorlowski@ocregister.com
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This rendering of Nick Gabaldon was done in 2013 by artist Richard Wyatt. It is based on the few photographs of
Gabaldon, who died in 1951.
COURTESY OF ALISON JEFFERSON, ILLUSTRATION BY RICHARD WYATT
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Nick Gabaldon surfs in the 1940s in California.
PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN, COURTESY OF ALISON JEFFERSON
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